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Abstract—This paper presents a complete computer-based biological training system to simulate intracytoplasmic sperm injection (ICSI) procedures in virtual environments (VEs). Using the proposed system, the user can practice and improve its control by developing a gesture similar to that performed in reality. In order to minimize the risk of damaging membranes during the injection, the needle must be removed quickly and safely. The human-machine user’s interface provides an efficient haptic-based guidance tool. The key challenge of deformable simulation is to satisfy the conflicting requirements of real-time interactivity and physical realism. The compromise between the realism of bio-mechanical models used, the accuracy and stability of computational algorithms for real-time haptic rendering are fulfilled with the use of a mechanical modeling based on an hyperelastic model (St-Venant-Kirchhoff) and the writing of a specific dynamic finite element code. Simulated responses are compared to experimental data. These comparisons show the effectiveness of the proposed physically-based model.

Index Terms—micro-injection ICSI, finite element, modeling, real-time interaction, haptic feedback.

1. INTRODUCTION

Cell manipulation is a prevalent process in the field of molecular biology. This process plays an important role in intracytoplasmic sperm injection (ICSI), pronuclei deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) injection, therapeutic and regenerative medicine, and other biomedical areas. ICSI has progressively replaced all other micro-injection procedures for overcoming intractable male-factor infertility and has emerged in a relatively short time as a routine procedure for many in-vitro procedures. Nevertheless, injections are currently performed manually and technicians are required to be skillful enough to not destroy the cell structure of the ovum during the ICSI process. As a consequence, the success rate remains relatively low and strongly dependant on the experience and skills of the operator [1], [2], [3]. Various cell injection systems have been developed to provide more controllable manipulation of biological cells [23], [24]. If visual servoing is a necessary condition for precise micro-injection operations, the knowledge of interactive forces acting during pipette insertion plays an important role too since it can be used to provide force feedback for precise regulation of needle penetration speed and strength [4]. Reducing cell deformation and needle deflection will also lower the risk of cell damage. However, when manipulating deformable biological objects, force sensor measurement will provide only the local forces at the pipette puncture point which limits strongly the operator haptic rendering [4]. In order to learn, train and analyze basic cell injection procedures, most operators are aiming to use artificial cells because practicing on human oocyte has ethical concerns and potential risks [13]. The development of computer-based systems using visual and force-feedback for both injection training and injection assistance will help to overcome some of these problems. Similar research on virtual reality environments platforms has been carried out at a macroscopic scale in surgery simulation and modeling of soft tissues [5], [6], [7]. Needle punctures and passes through different tissue layers such as skin, muscle, fatty and connective tissue have been modeled [8], [9], [26], [27]. By analogy to in vivo intracytoplasmic sperm injection, similar boundary conditions occur. Within the framework of microinjection, the cell geometry and bio-mechanical subcomponents properties (biomembrane, cytoskeleton, cytoplasm, nucleus) are of major importance in simulation and modeling because these factors affect the amount of cell membrane deformation, needle deflection and interaction forces [10], [11]. A nonlinear bio-mechanical cell model is required to render in a realistic way the interactions between the needle and the cell for accurate insertion [12].

The objective of this paper is to develop and implement a bio-mechanical finite element approach dedicated to real-time cell injection to facilitate training of ICSI operations. We developed two models based either on an explicit linear finite element model or on a non-linear finite element Saint-Venant-Kirchoff material. These models include the topological information of the living cells (shape and dimensions), and the biological structure (cytoplasm layers, cytoskeletons and nucleus) [13], [14], [15].

This paper is organized as follows: in Section II, we introduce the main requirements for ICSI trainers. In Section III, we present the bio-mechanical finite element approach dedicated to real-time injection. In Section IV, we present the methodology of the virtual environment system for cell injection. In Section V, we make a comparative study between our real-time cell injection simulator and experimental data. Finally, we give some concluding remarks and the directions for future work.

2. INTRACYTOPPLASMIC SPERM INJECTION TRAINERS

The intracytoplasmic sperm injection (ICSI) is one of the most important advances in assisted reproductive technology
in recent years. ICSI is considered a breakthrough in the treatment of male infertility issues. Conventional methods of ICSI injection require the operator to undergo long training (over a period of one year), and the success rates are low (around 10% - 15%) due to poor reproducibility. The fragile nature of a biological cell requires the operator to be efficient; otherwise the patrician may damage the cell. There are also chances of contamination due to direct human involvement. The drawbacks involved in conventional methods have motivated the research community to develop robotic-based tools to perform cell injection tasks. One of the main features of these systems is to have better control on the movement of the micro-pipette used for injecting cells.

In order to facilitate training of biological cell injection operations, we have developed and implemented an interactive virtual tool for clinical and ethical formation. The operator improves his gesture in a similar way to that carried out in reality without involving ovocyte tests coming from animals or humans. The design of such an environment of simulation requires to satisfy the conflicting requirements of real-time interactivity and physical realism. A key challenge of deformable simulation is to find a compromise between the complexity of the realistic models and the computing speed. The proposed physics-based simulator aims to accurately restore bio-mechanical characteristics of the micro-injection task in a three-dimensional virtual environment.

3. BIOMECHANICAL MODELS FOR CELL INJECTION

We implemented and compared two models: the linear explicit finite element model and the hyperelastic model. In this section, we present the numerical development of the linear elastic mass-tensor model [16], [17], and its extension to non-linear elasticity [18] with tetrahedral linear elements. For an isotropic elastic or St Venant-Kirchhoff hyperelastic material the elastic energy, noted $W$, can be written as:

$$W(E) = \frac{\lambda}{2}(trE)^2 + \mu(trE^2)$$

where $E$ is the Green-Lagrange strain tensor. A displacement-based finite element solution is obtained with the use of the princep of virtual works [19]. Using finite element method (FEM) notations, inside each tetrahedron $T^k$, the displacement field is defined by a linear interpolation $\{N^k\}$ of the nodal displacement vector $\{u^k\}$ of the four vertices of tetrahedron:

$$\{U(x)^k\} = \{N^k(x)\} \{u^k\}$$

A. Linear elastic finite element model

In this section, we introduce the fundamental concepts for description and measurement of the deformation using finite element. For small deformations, the Green-Lagrange strain tensor is linearized into the infinitesimal strain tensor. The elastic energy is only a quadratic function of the displacement field. The elementary submatrices connecting the elementary force acting on the node $i$, to the displacement of the node $j$ are:

$$[K^k]_{ij} = \frac{1}{36V^k} \left( \lambda \{m_i\} \{m_j\}^T + \mu \{m_j\} \{m_i\}^T + \mu \{m_i\} \{m_j\} [I] \right)$$

where $\{m\}$ are unit outward-pointing normals to triangular faces and $V^k$ is the volume of the tetrahedron $T^k$. Taking into account the contribution of all adjacent tetrahedra, the global internal force acting on a node $l$ can be expressed as follows:

$$\{F_{int}^l\} = \sum_{k \in V_l} \left( \sum_{j=1}^{4} [K^k]_{ij} \{u_j\} \right)$$

where $V_l$ is the neighborhood of vertex $l$ (i.e. the tetrahedra containing node $l$).

B. Hyperelastic finite element model

The simplest hyperelastic material model is the Saint Venant-Kirchhoff model which is just an extension of the linear elastic material model to the nonlinear regime. The algorithm is built in the same way. Since the strain is now quadratic in displacement, the elastic energy is a fourth-order polynomial in displacement. The relation between nodal forces and nodal displacement is non-linear and can be written as:

$$\{F_{i}^r\} = \sum_{j=1}^{4} \{B^r_{ij}\} \{u_j\}$$

$$+ \sum_{j,k=1}^{4} \{u_k\} \{u_j\}^T \{C_{jkl}\} + \frac{1}{2} \sum_{j} \left( \{u_j\}^T \{u_k\} \right) \{C_{ijk}\}$$

$$+ 2 \sum_{j,k,l=0}^{3} D_{ijkl} \{u_i\} \{u_k\}^T \{u_j\}$$

where the global force can be written as:

$$F_i^T = \underbrace{F_{i}^T}_{\text{Linear force}} + \underbrace{F_{i}^T}_{\text{non-linear force}}$$

where $\{B_{ij}\}, \{C_{ijk}\}, D_{ijkl}$ are respectively a matrix, a vector and a scalar. These tensors, depending on the remaining geometry and Lame’s coefficients are constant. They can be pre-computed in an off-line phase. This is the essential advantage of the mass-tensor approach which makes it useful for real-time application.

C. Dynamic Model

The deformation of the deformable object is given by the displacement of the nodes according to the acting external and internal forces. In an interactive simulation the applied forces change in time and the virtual objects have to react to them in
real time. Therefore, the FEM has to be simulated dynamically. The equation of motion of a vertex \( l \) of the cell mesh can be written:

\[
M^l \{ \ddot{u}_l \} + \gamma^l \{ \dot{u}_l \} + \sum_{k \in \mathcal{V}_l} \left( \sum_{j=1}^{4} [K^k_{ij}] \{ u_j \} \right) = \{ F^l_{\text{ext}} \}
\]

where \( M^l \) and \( \gamma^l \) are respectively the mass and damping coefficients of each vertex.

To solve the dynamic system, we tested different integration schemes (implicit and explicit) taking into account the tradeoff between real-time simulation and haptic stability requirements. We choose the explicit centered finite-difference scheme.

\[\text{Fig. 1. Computational architecture for simulating force-reflecting deformable cell micro-injection in a virtual environment. The figure shows the two simulation phases used for the real-time micro-injection of the cell: (i) \textit{off-line} pre-calculations of stiffness matrices and (ii) \textit{simulation} of visual and haptic interaction.}\]

4. 3D Real-time Virtual Reality based ICSI Simulator

Real time virtual reality based cell simulation system, the operator would be able to interact with the three-dimensional model of cell using his sense of vision as well as actively manipulate using his sense of touch. Fig.1 shows the architecture of the real-time virtual reality based cell ICSI simulator. This includes the computer generated mesh of oocyte, the needle, collision detection algorithm, physical-based models of deformable cell modeling and haptic interaction controller. The operator is able to interact with the three-dimensional (3-D) model of the cell using his sense of vision as well as actively manipulate using his sense of touch. Usually, real-time graphics translates to an update rate of 25 Hz, stable haptic interaction in virtual environments (VE’s) requires much higher update rate of around 1 kHz. A significant difficulty of using the finite element technique for real-time simulation is most computationally costly, these mesh-based schemes require expensive numerical integration operation for the computation of the system stiffness matrices. We adopted a computational architecture with two simulation stages: (i) \textit{off-line} computation of stiffness matrices for each triangular element and (ii) \textit{visual and haptic interaction} for real-time ICSI simulation.

A. Off-line computation

The proposed computational methodology is composed of an \textit{off-line} pre-calculation step. The most costly and time-consuming operations are realized during this step. The database contains geometric properties of oocyte cells using the micro-injection setup image analysis. The design geometric of oocyte cell models are based on a commercial computer-aided design (CAD) package (MARC-ADAMS). The meshing of the 3D internal structure is then carried out through a dedicated 3D meshing software (GID software) modeled in exact dimensions. Although they were displayed as 3D texture-mapped objects to the user, they were modeled as connected line segments to reduce the number of collision computations during real-time interactions.

The oocyte cell was approximated as an assembly of discrete tetrahedral elements interconnected to each other through a fixed number of nodes (see Fig.2). The displacements of these nodal points for applied external injection forces were the basic unknowns of our FEM analysis. The coordinates of vertices, the tetrahedron indexing, and the connectivity of vertices were derived from the geometric model. Then, the mechanical (young modulus, density) and geometrical (diameter, volume) properties of the cell structure are determined by a real tests carried out on a mouse oocyte [20].

\[\text{Fig. 2. Virtual graphic of the ICSI environment: the 3D tetrahedral mesh of the mouse oocyte cell.}\]
interaction. The tool in a virtual environment can be modeled as a complex 3D object, composed of numerous surfaces, edges and vertices. However, due to its structure complexity, real-time interaction is very challenging. In our implementation, we use a point based representation of the pipette injector and employed a simple ray-triangle intersection with local search technique [21]. To optimize the collision detection algorithm and cell deformation, we refine our mesh only in a puncture area. The mesh refinement is carried out in the pre-computational process. The visual feedback is updated after each displacement calculation step and the haptic feedback is returned after each force calculation step.

1) Virtual coupling for stability of the haptic rendering: The internal operating loop of the haptic interface requires an update frequency around 1 KHz. However, the finite element model update frequency is in the range of 25 – 30 Hz. This frequency difference threatens the coherence between both systems leading to instabilities of the user haptic rendering. We adopted the solution to use a virtual coupling model defined in [22]. This approach introduces a virtual passive link between the simulation model and the haptic interface in order to ensure the stability and the performance of the system Fig.(4.a). When we combine the impedance display implementation with an appropriate virtual coupling network, we get the admittance matrix for the combined interface. The linear two-port is said to be absolutely stable if exists no set of passive terminating one-port impedances for which the system is unstable. Llewellyn’s stability criteria [25] provides both necessary and sufficient conditions for absolute stability of linear two-ports. We get the conditions for absolute stability of the haptic interface:

\[
Re\left(\frac{1}{Z_{cvi}(z)}\right) \geq 0, \quad \frac{1}{Z_{cvi}(z)} \geq 0 \quad (8)
\]

\[
\cos(\angle ZOH(z)) + \frac{2Re(Z_{di}(z))Re\left(\frac{1}{Z_{cvi}(z)}\right)}{|ZOH(z)|} \geq 1 \quad (9)
\]

Where \( Z_{cvi}(z) \) is the virtual coupling impedance \((k_c, b_c)\), \( ZOH(z) \) is a zero order holder, and \( Z_{di}(z) \) is the PHANToM impedance. The inequality (9) can be rewritten to get an explicit expression of absolute stability of the haptic interface:

\[
Re\left(\frac{1}{Z_{cvi}(z)}\right) \geq \frac{1 - \cos(\angle ZOH(z))}{2Re(Z_{di}(z))}|ZOH(z)| \quad (10)
\]

For the virtual coupling, the impedance display induces a limit on the maximum impedance which can be rendered. We use (10) to find the virtual coupling which makes the haptic interface absolutely stable, please refer to the authors previous work [15].

5. Experiments and Validation

In order to test the accuracy and reliability of the proposed user interface system with haptics enabled simulation, we used experimental real data. The geometrical dimensions and the mechanical properties are determined through a micro-injection setup [20]. The experimental data (shown in Fig.5) depicts the force and deformation measurement process on a mouse oocyte ZP. The forces increase nonlinearly as deformation increase. When the deformation reaches about 45\(\mu m\), the ZP and the plasma membrane are punctured, the puncturing forces are approximately 7.5\(\mu N\) [20]. The experimental data are plotted with 95 % prediction bounds (error bounds 5 %) for more precision (Fig.5). The Fig.6 presents the error between experimental data and regression curve. In order to demonstrate the validity of the proposed real-time finite element method, we compared the simulation results of a needle insertion task using the physics-based FEM model with the experimental data provided by a real test carried out on a mouse oocyte [20]. The mechanical and geometrical properties used in the finite element simulations are settled in Table.I.

The Fig.7 presents the experimental data, the linear and non-linear finite element relationship between the needle insertion and the reaction force for mouse oocyte cells. The simulations show that the non-linear FE St-Venant-Kirchhoff
model is in good agreement with experimental data. It can be clearly seen that the linear finite element model is valid only for small displacement (less than 10% of the mesh size).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I</th>
<th>MECHANICAL AND GEOMETRICAL PROPERTIES OF MOUSE OOCYTE.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mechanical and Geometrical Properties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young modulus</td>
<td>17.9 kPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson coeff.</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diameter</td>
<td>56 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass of cell</td>
<td>9.1952 × 10^{-5} mg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertex mass</td>
<td>0.07995 × 10^{-5} mg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cell volume</td>
<td>91952 µm^3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mesh of cell</td>
<td>115 vertices and 332 Tetra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. def.</td>
<td>40 ~ 44 µm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. Evaluation

An experimental system was implemented on a personal computer with a Intel Core Duo 3.2 GHz CPU with 4 GB memory, and GeForce 8600 GTS with 512Mo memory. In this experiment, we investigated the time required for pre-computation (off-line computation) and the real-time deformation process by changing the number of vertices of a cell model (Table II). The relationship between the number of vertices and the off-line computation was identified by a nonlinear law or this relation between the number of vertices and real-time simulation was described by a linear law (see Fig. 9).

However, the accuracy and computational time of the finite element analysis depends on the number of the vertices and tetrahedron included in the mesh. The problem should be solved by using graphics processing unit (GPU) to perform finer mesh simulations.

6. Conclusion

We have developed a computer-based training system to simulate real-time cell micro-injection procedures in virtual...
environments for training biologist residents. The simulator provides the user with visual and haptic feedback. The simulation of this procedure involves the real-time rendering, physically-based modeling of soft biological tissue, and display of touch and force sensations to the training through the simulation of haptic interactions. We first investigated the challenging issues in the real-time modeling of the biomechanical properties of the cell micro-injection through finite element models. Compared to experimental data performed on oocyte cells, we can see clearly that the proposed physically-based FEM model is able to simulate the cell deformation.
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